
Date:___________________________ Project Name:_____________________________________________________

Distributor: ____________________________________Contractor:_________________________________________  

Superintendent:________________________________________

General Questions:
What does the superintendent think is the reason for the problem: _________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Describe area of job where issues are occurring: ________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

What is unique to the area where the problem occurred? _________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Concrete Questions:
Concrete mix design: (please provide copy of slab and panel mixes)

Ready mixer producer for the project: _______________________ 

Ask for copy of the mix design for all tilt-up related concrete (floor slabs, temporary casting slabs, panels)

What is the total cementitious content/cuyd (including Pozzolans): ______________ 

Pozzolans (fly ash/slag) used in mix? ______________ If yes, what was the percentage of total cementitious con-

tent? % of Fly Ash: ____________ Type: ___________ % of GGBFS: (Slag) ____________

Macro or Micro fibers used in the floor slabs? _____________ If so, which product/what type? _____________

What dosage/cuyd? ______________

Climate & Concrete Placement Questions:
Time of year: ______________________________________________________

What was the climate during casting slab pours? ______________________________________________________

Any challenges in any of the problem areas during placement of casting area? (i.e. Hot loads, inadequate work 

time to place and finish, finishing uniformity challenges, concrete inconsistency, was it extremely hot, dry or cold, 

high or low concrete temperature?) __________________________________________________________________

_______

Any birdbaths or finishing depressions in casting areas? _______________________________________________

Did it rain during/after placement?   Yes       No      If so, describe: ___________________________________

Tilt-up Panel Troubleshooting 
Checklist/Questionnaire
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What evaporation reducer like SpecFilm used on slab pours? ____________________________________________

What was the climate during panel pours? ____________________________________________________________

Were panel areas wet down prior to pour to reduce osmotic effect? _______________________________________

Was the concrete pumped or tailgated for placement? If pumped, was deflection board used to prevent pumped 

concrete from scouring the bondbreaker on the casting area? ___________________________________________

Was ACI hot/cold weather concreting practices observed?    Yes       No 

 If so, what measures were taken? _________________ 

Product Questions:
What product was used for cure? _____________________________________

What product was used for bondbreaker? _____________________________________

Was there hardener/densifier applied prior to tilt-up operations?  Yes   No

Where were products purchased?  _____________________________________

Batch number(s) of drums on site: ___________________________________________________________________

How many drums ordered/shipped to job? _______________________

How many drums/gallons left on job? _________________________________

Was the cure and bondbreaker exposed to freezing temperatures?  Yes   No

What is the sq. ft. of casting areas and floor slab that were cured with bondbreaker: _________________ 

What is the total sq. ft. panel area? _______________________________

Were panel backs cured also?  Yes   No  With what? _______________________

Bondbreaker Handling and Application:
Was there rain within 12 hours of any of the bb coats?  Yes   No

Was the saw cut dust swept up well before cure coat?  Yes   No

How were panel areas prepped prior to bb coats? __________________________________________

 All sand/dirt/mud/wood sawdust/debris removed?  Yes    No

Are sugar drinks, chewing tobacco and fuel oils/solvents quarantined areas?   Yes   No

Reveals nailed or glued? _________________ 

 If glued, is solvent used to prepare the area for glue downs?   Yes    No 

Were casting areas checked to ensure casting slab is clean and smooth?  Yes    No

Was each coat allowed to completely dry before application of the next coat?  Yes     No

Casting slabs (waste slabs being used?)  Yes    No   How thick? ____________

Was the subgrade leveled properly prior to pour? (to repair/avoid truck ruts)   Yes    No   

Stack cast panels? ________________ Cured with bb?  Yes     No 

How many coats of bb applied? __________ 

What was the turn around time between pours? _________________ 

How many coats of bb applied? _______________________________

Were panel backs (tops) cured with bb also?  Yes       No 

 If not, were they cured with another curing compound?   Yes       No 

What type of sprayer used? ________________________________ (Power or pump-up hand sprayer)



Is the sprayer used for applying bondbreaker only?  Yes       No 

If not, what else is it used for? ___________________________________

How is it cleaned between different uses? ___________________________________

Tip size? ____________________

Were the casting panels sprayed in rows (as opposed to side to side)?  Yes     No

Was each coat applied in opposing direction to the last?  Yes     No

Who sprays bb on the job? ___________________________________

Are there panel logs kept?  Yes     No

Were the drums agitated daily?   Yes       No

How many drums are on site? ___________

How much left? ___________  Center bung open?   Yes       No

How many drums ordered/shipped to job? _______________________

Batch number of drums on site: _________________________________________________________________

What method was used to affix reveals/edge forms to the slab? __________________________________________

If glued down, what method used to prepare the slab for adhesive? ________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Product Questions:
Keep in mind that the primary reason for the panel sticking is a lack of bondbreaker holdout in the casting area. This guide 

is a tool to help gather facts that may be helpful in identifying what factor or factors may have contributed to an inadequate 

amount of bondbreaker being present in the problem areas.

Take photos of problem areas for further evaluation.

 Note any observations of problem areas from jobsite visit and visual inspection. What factors might be unique to 

the problem are or this particular jobsite.

Panel Observations:

Casting Area Observations:

Site Observations:

Other Notes:


